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could not benefit from the limitation of liability as set by
Article 6.I.2 of the LCEN.
Google challenged the decisions of the Paris Court of
Appeal before the Cour de cassation.

cessary to prevent or stop copyright infringement. At the
time of its adoption, the provision has been highly criticized due to the vagueness of its terms. The expression
‘any measures necessary’ is broad enough to encompass
general filtering measures to block infringing content.
Broadly interpreted, Article L 336-7 contradicts Article
6.I-7 of the LCEN (and thus Article 15 of the E-Commerce Directive). One can hope that courts will see the
contradiction between the two articles and refuse to grant
a general filtering order on the basis of Article L 336-2 of
the IPC.
Finally, the European Commission launched during the
summer of 2012 a public consultation on the ‘procedures
for notifying and acting on illegal content hosted by
online intermediaries’. (‘A clean and open Internet. Public
consultation on procedures for notifying and acting on
illegal content hosted by online intermediaries.’) Surprisingly, the questionnaire did not touch upon the fundamental issue of the notice and stay down rule developed
by other national courts in Europe (on which see the decision of the German Federal Supreme Court, Bundesgerichtshof, Urteil vom 12. Juli 2012—I ZR 18/11—Alone in
the Dark).

Analysis
Since 2007, French lower courts (eg Zadig Productions v
Google Video, TGI Paris, 19 October 2007, RG 06/11874)
have imposed upon online intermediaries (hosting providers and by extension search engines) the obligation to
monitor subsequent publications, uploads and re-indexation of materials previously notified as infringing.
According to their rulings, this obligation to monitor
derived from their obligation to remove allegedly infringing content expeditiously or to prevent access to it
(Article 14 of the E-Commerce Directive transposed in
Article 6.I-2 of the LCEN). Lower courts have shifted
from a notice and take down rule (provided by the ECommerce Directive and the LCEN) to a notice and stay
down rule (created by the judges). This interpretation was
confirmed in 2011 by the Paris Court of Appeal.
However, on 12 July 2012, the Cour de cassation put an
end to this judge-made law by issuing its eagerly awaited
position on the issue. According to the Cour de cassation,
ordering online intermediaries to monitor future online
publications of infringing materials without further notice
is tantamount to imposing a general obligation to
monitor stored content and search for illegal copies. It
would also result in requiring them to set up a filtering
mechanism for an unlimited period of time, which is out
of proportion to the desired goal. As a consequence, in
application of Articles 6.I-2 and 6.I-7 of the LCEN, online
providers are under no obligation to prevent and monitor
new publications of copyright infringing materials. Copyright holders must notify each and every infringement
linked to the same material.

Practical significance
The three decisions of the Cour de cassation comply with
the decision Scarlet v SABAM (C-70/10, 14 November
2011) of the Court of Justice of the European Union. In
that decision, the Court of Justice ruled that a general filtering system identifying and blocking all copyright infringing materials would run counter to the prohibition
of general monitoring obligation as provided by Article
15 of the E-Commerce Directive.
However, the question that arises under French law is
whether copyright holders could rely on a different provision which would ask a court to issue general filtering
orders in order to impose general monitoring obligations
to online providers. Following Article L 336-2 of the
French Intellectual Property Code, introduced by the loi
HADOPI (Law No 2009-669, 13 June 2009), copyright
holders can ask the trial court to order any measure ne-
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Criminal Process 6135/11.7TDLSB, Decision by the Department of Investigation and Penal Action of Lisbon, 20
July 2012, Opinion from the Prosecutor General’s Office,
Proc. 411/2006, L 115, on ‘Piracy on the Internet’, 4 July
2011
A recent decision by a Public Prosecutor in a criminal
case in Portugal, based on an Opinion by the Prosecutor General’s Office, considers download acts by peerto-peer (P2P) users to be covered by the private use
limitation, raises the possibility that acts of upload are
also covered by it and considers IP addresses insufficient evidence upon which to prosecute users.

Legal context
Under the Portuguese Copyright Act (PCA), crimes
related to copyright are qualified as public, meaning that
they do not depend upon the filing of a complaint by the
injured party. It is therefore possible for a non-rights
holder party to give notice of alleged criminal actions to
the competent authorities.
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Article 195 of the PCA provides that a crime of usurpation of authors’ rights is committed by whoever uses a
work protected under the PCA, without the rights
holder’s authorization. It is an umbrella crime, covering a
wide array of criminal conduct connected to the economic content of copyright; here, it criminalizes actions that
affect a rights holder’s power to authorize certain uses.
Under the PCA (Arts 68, 178 and 184), both download
and upload can be qualified as restricted acts of reproduction and communication to the public/making available
of works and related subject matter.
Article 197 of the PCA further states that the crime is
punishable with a fine or prison for up to three years for
first-time offenders. There is basis for criminal action for
copyright infringement irrespective of intent or even the
commercial scale of the infringing act.
In the present case, it was considered that neither the
Portuguese Electronic Commerce Law nor the Cybercrime
Law provide for measures clearly applicable to acts of
alleged copyright infringement performed via a peer-topeer (P2P) network.

On the basis of the notices, the DIAP was obliged to
proceed to an investigation of the reported facts and ultimately decide on whether to file criminal charges against
some or all of the alleged infringers.
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In January and April 2011 representatives of ACAPOR (a
Portuguese association representing commercial retailers
of cultural and entertainment works), filed petitions with
the Prosecutor General’s Office (PGO) giving notice of
the practice of 1970 acts of alleged usurpation of authors’
rights via P2P networks by unknown individuals.
Following an Opinion by the PGO, the Department of
Investigation and Penal Action (DIAP) of Lisbon decided
not to file any criminal charges in connection with the
notices (‘the Decision’). Neither document has been officially published, although the Decision was made available
online by a main Portuguese newspaper on 27 September
2012. This author has been able analyse the PGO
Opinion.
Both documents frame ACAPOR’s actions within a
wider strategy of public awareness and pressure on the
legislature and judiciary, aimed at the implementation in
Portugal of an administrative graduated response type of
system, the fight against widespread P2P piracy and the
alleged lost revenues arising from it to its associates.
All notices refer to the first trimester of 2011, focus on
the act of upload/making available (but not mentioning
downloads) of cinematographic works via a P2P network
with recourse to BitTorrent software, and follow a
common template, changing only in specifics concerning
the identification of the IP address, the location of the act
and the work shared. ACAPOR accompanies the notices
with a request that the PGO obtain the identity of the IP
address owners from the competent electronic communications service provider.

The investigation consisted of an evaluation of the criminal implications of the facts, as well as meetings with the
General Inspection of Cultural Activities, ACAPOR’s
representatives and the Portuguese Data Protection Authority. It was expressly stated that due to the number of
notices, a decision was made not to identify the alleged
infringers.
Analysing the technology, the prosecutor’s broad understanding of a P2P network using BitTorrent software
works was that all users engaged in a specific exchange of
a protected work were simultaneously downloading and
uploading a file. The PGO Opinion further noted that,
due to the architecture of these networks and software,
not all owners of the identified IP addresses were necessarily responsible for the initial act of making available a
work, but merely allowed its computer to provide assistance to the ‘collective sharing’ of a specific work.
However, even assuming this technological architecture,
the Decision noted that ACAPOR failed to establish key
knowledge elements, such as the widespread public
knowledge (i) that the rights holders of the shared works
had not authorized their making available online, or (ii)
that there is a need for such authorization to engage in
acts of file-sharing; and (iii) the P2P user’s knowledge of
the system’s automated upload features. Elements (i) and
(ii) seem relate to the legal/illegal nature of the source of
the P2P acts of download, while (iii) is apparently connected to the volitional element in the act of upload. The
Decision qualifies ACAPOR’s allegations on these points
as ‘inconsistent’, ‘lacking evidence’ and thus no more than
‘presumptions’. Despite not being expressly stated, the
clear implication is that the above knowledge elements
have legal relevance in determining (at least) the criminal
liability of the individual user. This is noteworthy insofar
as the PCA does not attach any legal relevance to the
nature of the source of download acts.

Downloads, uploads and relevance of IP addresses
As for downloads, it is stated that the act of reproduction
must be considered lawful under the private use limitation (Arts 75(2)(a) and 81(b) PCA, similar to Art 5(2)(b)
of Directive 2001/29), even if the user is simultaneously
uploading, thus engaging in acts of making available
the work. This position follows some Portuguese legal
scholarship, which considers all downloads by individual
P2P users as instances of private use.
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Reactions
While some (mostly foreign) commentators have praised
the decision as a balanced interpretation of the law,
ACAPOR criticized the prosecutor’s office for deciding
not to investigate the case due to the excessive amount of
cost and work, for defending the position that users have
no knowledge that they are engaging in unauthorized
acts, that only in limited cases will IP addresses be
enough to identify the actual users engaged in such acts,
that all downloads are covered by the private copying exception irrespective of the source and that this said exception can be extended to acts of upload.
Meanwhile, ACAPOR has seen the rejection of its petition to be considered an interested party in the process
and has filed for a request that the Decision be annulled,
on the basis that the DIAP did not comply with its legal
obligation to investigate. Other stakeholders, such as the
main Portuguese author’s collecting society (SPA), have
manifested their disagreement with the Decision, noting
its apparent contradiction with a recent decision where an
individual user has been convicted for the practice of P2P
acts regarding musical works. Both SPA and ACAPOR
have threatened to file a complaint against Portugal with
the EU Commission in connection with this case.

Practical significance
Both the PGO Opinion and the Decision are significant
insofar as they qualify all acts of download occurring in a
P2P network using BitTorrent software as privileged
under the private copying exception, raise the possibility
that some acts of upload are covered by the same exception, seem to impose additional requirements for the
criminalization of acts of upload within such networks,
and state that IP addresses are insufficient as evidence to
identify an alleged infringer. Neither of these aspects is
sufficiently clear under the applicable laws, chiefly the
PCA, or even in Portuguese legal scholarship.
In that sense, the PGO Opinion can be understood as
setting forth the understanding of law enforcement authorities in Portugal for future similar cases of copyright
infringement online, as well as regarding the scope of the
private use exception, with a potential to influence the
civil courts’ position on these matters.
We await the impact of these events on forthcoming legislative initiatives, such as the Communist Party’s proposal for a statutory ‘sharing licence’ currently under
appreciation in Parliament (Proposal 228/XII), the so-far
behind the scenes discussion regarding the implementation of an administrative graduated response system or
even a 2.0 version of the much debated proposal to extend
the Portuguese private copying law to the digital realm
(Proposal 118/XII). If in line with the PGO Opinion, a
revival of the latter (which failed quite spectacularly in
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On the other hand, while admitting that acts of upload
can, in the abstract, be qualified as restricted acts of
making available, the Decision noted that it is ‘erroneous’
to attribute a criminal conduct to the owner of an IP
address, as that owner may not be the specific P2P user
engaging in the restricted act. Moreover, the identification
of the users of the 1970 IP addresses is considered impossible due to the sheer numbers, the high costs and the unlikely success of the endeavour in light of widespread
wireless use and ease of access to the Internet (eg via
cybercafés). The Decision did not expressly state that P2P
acts of upload were permitted, but merely concluded that,
in this case, it was impossible to criminalize those acts
based solely on an IP address.
The PGO Opinion went further, by entertaining the
notion that certain acts of upload can be privileged under
the private use limitation. According to this argument,
acts of upload that are not (i) directly and immediately
aimed at making the work available, but (ii) solely at facilitating the simultaneous act of download of that work
occurring within a P2P network using a specific program,
should be deemed private use, provided that the individual downloader of the work ceases its intervention in the
uploading upon conclusion of the download. In other
words, if the P2P system contains an automated upload
feature, any upload occurring simultaneously with the
download would be covered by the limitation, as long as
it does not extend beyond the action of downloading.
This interpretation would be justified so as to make possible the operation of the private use limitation vis-à-vis
P2P software with automated upload features. In such a
scenario, only the original uploader would be criminally
liable for acts of making available.
The PGO Opinion shied away from applying this
argument to the present case, but observed that the mere
possibility that most uploaders were covered by an exception or limitation made the case for criminalization of
their uses that much more difficult. Presumably, it would
also impact negatively on the possibility of obtaining the
identification of owners of IP addresses engaging in P2P
acts.
Underlying the conclusions as to the download and
upload acts there seems to be a lack of evidence as to the
knowledge elements mentioned above. However, the Decision did not expressly qualify either conclusion by introducing references to either the (il)legal nature of the
source of download or the requirement of specific intention to make works available via upload.
The Decision concluded by emphasizing the need for a
balancing exercise that adequately considers users’ rights
to education, culture and ‘freedom of action in cyberspace’, especially when such freedom was directed at the
practice of non-commercial acts, seemingly a decisive
factor in the outcome of the case.
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early 2012), would probably need to encompass the
payment of fair compensation for P2P download acts
deemed private use.

sold. BMW brought proceedings against R&M for both
the sale of the replica wheels and the supply of BMW
stickers, relying on its Community registered designs and
Community trade marks. R&M asserted that the replica
wheels were spare parts and were therefore not protected
under Article 110(1) CDR. However, R&M did accept
that, if the spare parts defence did not apply, it would be
liable because its replica alloy wheels were prima facie infringing products. In relation to Article 9(1)(b) CTMR,
R&M argued that there was no likelihood of confusion.
First, R&M argued that its customers, the garages to
which it sold directly, would not be confused as to the
origin of the wheels. Secondly, R&M said that the end
user (ie the BMW car owner) would think that the stickers denoted the origin of the car rather than the wheels.
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Amsterdam
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Alloy wheels are not spare parts

Bayerische Motoren Werke Aktiengesellschaft v Round and
Metal Ltd [2012] EWHC 2099 (Pat), 27 July 2012
The Patents Court, England and Wales, has found that
the spare parts defence under Article 110(1) of the
Community Designs Regulation does not apply to
replica wheels for cars.

Legal context
This case primarily concerns EU legislation, Article 110(1)
of the Community Designs Regulation (CDR) and Article
9(1)(a) of the Community Trade Marks Regulation
(CTMR).

Article 110(1) CDR
The CDR states that there is no protection, as a Community design, for a ‘spare part’. The definition of a spare
part is twofold: first, it must be a constituent of a larger
part; secondly, it must be used in order to restore the
larger part to its original appearance. However, Recital 13
of the CDR appears to contain an additional ‘dependency’
requirement, which suggests that the spare parts defence
extends only to spare parts, the appearance of which is
dictated by the appearance of the more complex product.

Article 9(1) CTMR
Article 9(1)(a) CTMR states that a community trade
mark owner can prevent all unlicensed third parties from
using a sign which is identical with the community trade
mark in relation to identical goods or services. Alternatively, Article 9(1)(b) prevents an unlicensed third party
from using a similar sign, in relation to similar goods, but
only where there exists a likelihood of confusion on the
part of the public between the sign and the trade mark.

Facts
The defendant, Round and Metal Limited (R&M),
imported and traded replica alloy wheels for cars, including replicas of wheels designed by the claimant, BMW.
R&M also distributed BMW stickers with the replica
wheels, although these were not stuck to the wheels when

Analysis
Design right infringement
The trial judge, Arnold J, stated that the principal issue in
the proceedings concerned the interpretation of Article
110 CDR. He then observed that there were two possible
interpretations of Article 110(1) CDR. Either it was
intended to exclude spare parts from protection per se or
it was intended to provide a defence for alleged infringers.
If Article 110(1) CDR was an exclusion, the burden of
proof would be on BMW to establish that the wheels were
not spare parts. However, if Article 110(1) was intended
as a defence, then the burden would be on R&M. Arnold
J adopted a broad approach, considering the legislative
background to the provision, as well as Article 110(1)
CDR. He determined that, as the Article did not explicitly
prevent registration of spare parts, the burden was on
R&M to establish that the ‘spare part’ defence applied.
Secondly, he considered the conflicting wording of
Recital 13. He decided that the ‘dependency’ requirement
should be read into Article 110(1) CDR. Using that ‘purposive approach’, Arnold J decided the spare parts defence
only applied when the appearance of the spare part was
dictated by the appearance of the more complex product.
He found that the appearance of the BMW had no
impact on the appearance of the wheels. R&M had therefore failed to overcome the dependency hurdle and could
not convince the court that the spare parts defence
applied.
Notwithstanding these findings, Arnold J also considered whether the purpose of the replica wheels was to
restore the BMW to its original appearance. Arnold J said
that the purpose of the R&M alloy wheels was to upgrade
the car and not merely to restore it to its original appearance and therefore, this was another reason why the spare
parts defence did not apply. In coming to this conclusion,
Arnold J noted several differences between BMW’s design
and R&M’s ‘upgrades’. He thus concluded that the spare
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